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This year, TMR/ Theater Montagnes Russes proposes different concepts
for national and international theater- and film masters, from which they
work out their individual artistic contents.
Through the thematic abstractions the participants deal with selected
theatrical and film vocabulary and approach to undiscovered roles, stories,
plays and scripts. They develop short performances, both alone and in
groups, on stage and in front of the camera.
The classes are open to emerging and established artists, who want to
work alongside national and international renowned theater- and film
artists. They share and deepen their craft, develop their professional
networks and try out new working constellations. For each masterclass
internships for students and a non-professional interested public are
provided.
The program is a project of the austrian theater company TMR/ Theater
Montagnes Russes, led by director Cornelia Rainer.
It is dedicated to the exchange among artists from Austria and the
international theater- and film scene.

4-day MASTERCLASSES
/ Thu-Sun from 10:00 a.m.–17:00 p.m.
/ Cost: 560 Euro
APPLICATION
Send your CV to: office@theatermontagnesrusses.com
Application deadline for all courses is 10 days before the beginning of
the course, There is a 10% early bird bonus up to 1 months before the
course starts, 10% discount for artists with a cultural pass, 50% discount
for internships.
All Masterclasses take place at the TMR/ Studio, Diehlgasse 51, 1050 Vienna

TMR/ MASTERCLASS OCTOBER
Thu 25.Oct – Sun 28.Oct 2018
TMR/ MASTERCLASS NOVEMBER
Thu 15.Nov – Sun 18.Nov 2018

MEMORY PART I+II

LED BY CORNELIA RAINER
„LIFE IS ALL MEMORY, EXCEPT FOR THE ONE PRESENT MOMENT THAT
GOES BY YOU SO QUICKLY YOU HARDLY CATCH IT GOING.“
Tennessee Williams

„Memory“ is a phenomenon which forms and reforms, which draws and
redraws the empty space of theater, where the past keeps coming back
over and again and again. In this Masterclass we focus on a gallery of
characters, whose tragedy and whose power is determined by „memory“
in the broadest sense: Memory as remembrance and experience, retrospection or simply awareness. Characters who are stuck in the memory of
the past and collapsing under the weight of the past, characters who deny
or want to bury the past, and those who succeed in liberating themselves
and using their past as a source of development, transformation and new
beginning. Beyond that theater as a space can also be called a „haunting
stage“: „as actors we are living, what we lived before“, „as spectators
we are seeing what we saw before“. This masterclass takes pleasure in
exploring theater as a ghostly practice: moving between the dead and
the living, the past and the present, the real and the imagined, It is based
on the question, how we can use memory to produce meanings on stage
and in front of the camera.
CORNELIA RAINER/ was born in 1982 in Tyrol, Austria, and is a stage
director based in Vienna. After completing her theater and music studies
in Vienna and Paris, she has been an assistant director at the Burgtheater
Vienna. Since 2009 she has presented work at the Burgtheater Kasino,
the Thalia Theater Hamburg, the Bregenz Festival, the Festival Wien
Modern and the Luxembourg Philharmonic. With her theater company
TMR/ Theater Montagnes Russes she has been represented at the
Salzburg Festival, the Deutsches Schauspielhaus Hamburg and the
Festival Avignon (IN). In Vienna she leads the TMR/ Studio, where she
develops and combines the different fields of her theater company:
theater and film production, arts and cultural education, and „applied
artistic research“: Here the TMR/ International Masterclass Program and
the theater- and filmacademy for young people start their careers.
Both masterclasses can be booked separately.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS DECEMBER
Thu 13.Dec – Sun 16.Dec 2018

LOVE

LED BY ADRIAN GOIGINGER

„LOVE FOR MY CHARACTERS AND
THEIR STORIES IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT PRINCIPLE OF MY WORK.”

In this masterclass of the film director, Adrian Goiginger it will be based
on the case study observed in his successful film „Die beste Aller Welten“.
Based on this film, he gives an insight into his working process as a film
director and screenwriter and proposes following topics: From the right
research to the finished screenplay// Casting preparation for actors and
directors// „Know your lines but improvise the moments“: How to rehearse,
how to stage// Preparing to shoot for actors, directors and authors//
Indirect staging with the goal to create honest feelings// Practical staging
exercises for all participants.
ADRIAN GOIGINGER/ was born in 1991 in Salzburg, Austria. After graduating in 2012, together with two colleagues, he founded the film production
company 2010 Entertainment OG, where he was responsible for short
films, commercials, image films and music videos as a director and scriptwriter. From 2013 he studied scenic direction at the Filmakademie BadenWürttemberg. His short films KLANG DER STILLE and MILLIARDENMARSCH
were shown at numerous festivals worldwide and received several awards.
His film debut DIE BESTE ALLER WELTEN celebrated its world premiere
at the Berlinale 2017 and won more than 75 awards worldwide (including
the Austrian Film Prize in 5 categories), as well as having been seen by
almost 100,000 moviegoers in Austria.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS JANUARY
Thu 17.Jan – Sun 24.Jan 2019

HOPE

LED BY KEVIN KEISS

« „HOPE“ IS THE THING WITH FEATHERS –
THAT PERCHES IN THE SOUL –
AND SINGS THE TUNE WITHOUT THE WORDS –
AND NEVER STOPS – AT ALL – »
Emily Dickinson

„Hope“ Is the Thing With Feathers is one of the best known of Emily
Dickinson‘s poems. An extended metaphor, it likens the concept of hope to
a feathered bird that is permanently perched in the soul of every human.
There it sings, never stopping in its quest to inspire. According to the myth,
Pandora opened a jar (in modern accounts often mistranslated as Pandaoras
box releasing all the evils that visit humanity like pain and suffering, leaving
only hope (expectation) inside once she had closed it again. (Most scholars
translate the Greek word « elpis“ as „expectation.“) The Pandora myth is
a theodicy an attempt to explain why there is evil in the world. In this
Masterclass we focus on Hope as a personal experiment: what does hope
mean to us? But also, hope as a political fantasma. Hope and power. Hope
and strength. Hope and desire. Hope and rise up. Between writing exercices
and practical exercices on stage, I propose to share my own method as a
playwright and a director.
KEVIN KEISS/ is a young dramaturg, playwright and director. He was born
in Paris in 1983. He spend his childhood reading and reading again the Iliad
and the Odyssey. Few years later, he is a graduate of the Sorbonne University and Ecole Normale Supérieure, where he obtained a PhD in Classical
Literature (Latin and Ancient Greek). He also obtained a Master’s degree
as a dramaturg and director at the Strasbourg National Theatre School
(École du Théâtre National de Strasbourg). He teaches theater in BordeauxMontaigne University. He is invited in Princeton University, USA. He is associated to the National Dramatic Theater of Vire, Normandie. He works in
France but also in Canada, South Africa, Japan, USA. Over the past few
years, he has worked with many Frenchs and internationals directors on
his own plays or as a dramaturg in the most prestigious places : ComédieFrançaise, Festival In d’Avignon, International Festival Santiago Off in
Chile, Festival BE.SE.TO (Beijin, Seoul, Tokyo)…His plays are translated into
english, spanish and arabic and published at Actes Sud-Papiers.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS FEBRUARY
Thu 4.Feb – Sun 17.Feb 2019

ABSENCE

LED BY PATRIK EAKIN YOUNG

„THERE IS
NO SUCH THING
AS AN EMPTY SPACE
OR AN EMPTY TIME.“
John Cage

Emptiness, silence, absence are in fact full of presence, content, meaning.
We will reflect on ABSENCE as it relates to the visual, the musical, and
the theatrical. We will think about emptiness, loss, memory, and silence,
with special attention to bodies without voices, voices without bodies,
and what is unspoken, unsung, unheard. We will consider how to become
more aware of the presence of what is absent in our work.
PATRICK EAKIN YOUNG/ is a Canadian-born director based in London.
With his company ERRATICA, he creates work across theatre, opera, and
installation, exploring the narrative potential of sound, music, and the
human voice. He has presented work at the V&A Museum, the Royal Opera
House, & the Print Room Theatre, London; the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York; & Euro-Scene Festival, Leipzig.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS MARCH
Thu 21.Mar – Sun 24.Mar 2019

TRANSFORMATION

LED BY FRIEDRICH ROM

„WHERE THERE IS A LOT OF LIGHT IS STRONG SHADOW.“
J.W. Goethe

Light designer Friedrich Rom will introduce his approach to lighting in
theater. From basic craft to different highly elaborated techniques,
participants will work exclusively on the concept of light, giving every
theater play an authentic look. They will learn about the psychology of
lighting design, including the analysis of the requirement of the design,
concept and specification of lamp types, and cost-effectiveness of a lighting
concept. Friedrich Rom focuses on lightning practices applied to theatre,
TV, Movie, architecture and events and also presents new possibilities for
lighting design and the presentation of a story. He will show examples from
his work and explain his personal approach to lighting to the Masterclass
participants.
FRIEDRICH ROM/ was born in Vienna, Austria in 1956. After completing an
apprenticeship in electrical engineering, he became lighting master at the
Theater in der Josefstadt, the Kammerspiele and the Theater im Rabenhof
in Vienna, following light designs at the Volksoper, the Burgtheater, the
Vereinigte Bühnen Vienna, the Salzburg Festival, as well as the Vlaamse
Opera Antwerp, the Staatstheater Stuttgart, the Opera National du Rhin,
the Staatsoper Hamburg and the Teatro alla Scala. From 1996 to 1999 he
was director of lighting at the Volksoper Wien, and in 1999 he became
director of lighting at the Burgtheater Vienna. As part of the Styriarte, he
was responsible for the overall technical management and lighting design
for the Carmen production in 2005 and for Idomeneo in the Listhalle Graz
in 2008. Guest productions took him to Japan, Germany, Switzerland and
Belgium. In 2005 he was nominated for the Nestroy Theater Prize.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS APRIL
Thu 11.Apr – Sun 14.Apr 2019

WOMEN

LED BY ANNE MONFORT

MAN, WOMAN,
NON BINARY?

We will examine power and domination relationships especially the ones
based on speech, as well as expected performances linked to gender in the
way Judith Butler evokes them. In these reactionary times as far as women’s
place in society is concerned, how can theatre position itself? We will work
on plays as well as philosophical essays and figures from films and novels
and compare the different approaches.
ANNE MONFORT/ is a French stage director. She works on contemporary
writing, and on different forms of writing during the work process – theater
texts like Falk Richter (she’s also the French translator), the authors Ulrike
Syha and Mickael de Oliveira, with whom she collaborated on one of her
last plays as a director. She proposes also cross-disciplinary forms, and adaptations of romans, like her last show Désobéir, which crosses a novel
of Mathieu Riboulet and court cases about moral and legal responsability.

TMR/ MASTERCLASS MAY
Thu 16.May – Sun 19.May 2019

POWER

LED BY ANNE-CECILE VANDALEM

IN FRENCH LANGUAGE,
THERE ARE TWO OPPOSITE MEANINGS TO THE WORD POWER.

According to French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, the first one leads
undeniably to sadness while the second leads to joy. Through different
situations and exercises we will explore how sadness and joy are both linked
to power. We will work on emotions as motions and transformative force
when they are converted into thoughts and actions and see how emotions
can become engines and momentum that initiate speech or action. We‘ll
explore how individual complaint can announce a collective filing of
grievances and how, through emotions, we may also be able to transform
our world.
ANNE-CÉCILE VANDALEM/ is an actress, writer, and director. Born in
Belgium in 1979, she trained as an actress at the Royal Conservatory. In
2008, she founded Das Fräulein (Kompanie) and created many plays that
are presented all over Europe. In her creations, she likes to mix genres
and artistic forms. Her tragicomic world, inspired by cinema, is filled with
personal tragedies, political fiction, and dreamlike stories. Her two last
plays, TRISTESSES and ARCTIC were acclaimed in many places such as
Avignon Festival (Fr), Seoul Performing Arts (Kr), Find Festival (DE),
Zurcher Theater Spektakel (CH).

TMR/ MASTERCLASS JUNE
Thu 6.June – Sun 9.June 2019

CHANGE

LED BY KATHERINE IBBETT

“TIME MAY CHANGE ME,
BUT I CAN’T TRACE TIME.”

How have humans tried to record, reject, or otherwise account for change?
Together we will look at some stories about change (from Ovid to Montaigne,
from Virginia Woolf to Maggie Nelson) as well as some accounts of how
we are changed by reading, writing, acting, and spectating. We’ll ask how
these accounts illuminate or contradict the ways we think today about
history, gender, and experience, and how our own work as artists and
writers might be changed by them; and we’ll think, too, about how that
work can respond to the catastrophe of climate change.
KATHERINE IBBETT/ is Professor of French at the University of Oxford
and a Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. She works on 16th and 17th century
literature and culture, in conversation with questions that trouble us today;
she has written on failed emotions (Compassion’s Edge, 2017), on political
tragedy (The Style of the State, 2009) and about projects that are never
finished (Walter Benjamin’s Hypothetical French Trauerspiel, co-edited
2013). She is currently writing a book about water and the effort to stay
afloat.

„MONTAGNES RUSSES“
IS FRENCH FOR A ROLLER COASTER.
LITERALLY TRANSLATED IT MEANS „RUSSIAN MOUNTAINS“.
LEGEND HAS IT THAT A PROTOTYPE
OF A ROLLER COASTER
WAS INVENTED IN THE RUSSIAN MOUNTAINS,
WHERE SLOPES WERE ICED
TO ENABLE MORE ADVENTUROUS RIDES.
TMR/ THEATER MONTAGNES RUSSES
IS A THEATRE COMPANY
BASED IN VIENNA
AND IS RUN BY DIRECTOR
CORNELIA RAINER.
THE COMPANY IS REPRESENTED
IN AUSTRIA AND ABROAD.

CONTACT
TMR/ Theater Montagnes Russes
Diehlgasse 51 // 1050 Wien // +43 664 34 56 283
theaterakademie@corneliarainer.com // www.theatermontagnesrusses.com
Facebook @TMRvienna // Instagram corneliarainer_montagnesrusses
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